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How Computers Work is the premier four-color guide to PCs.  Using hundreds of pages of detailed, color drawings, How Computers Work, not only tells, but shows readers everything from how a signal travels through a circuit to why your game c  -With more than 600,000 copies sold, How Computers Work is the classic graphic reference with four color explanations of how computers really work  -Features the best graphics, drawings and details of all past editions for readers of all levels in one complete visual package  -Features an all new, updated CD-ROM with animated footage of the inside of your PC.  See in full motion how the inside of your computer really works     

       Discusses the inner workings of today's home and business computers including Pentium III and MMX processors, fingerprint and voice recognition, Notebook and palm computers, and how virtual reality equipment adds a third dimension to PC worlds.  Softcover.  CD-ROM included.     --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.  

       How Computers Work shows you how chips, software, memory, and hardware work using detailed four-color drawings. An interactive game-like CD-ROM takes you directly inside your computer. This book is completely updated and revised to include the latest technology developments.
An updated introduction to the workings of the computer explores the basics of microchips, hardware, software, and computer memory, providing an entertaining and informative tour of every part of the computer, from hard drive and processor to mouse, monitor, and keyboard.  Also takes you through the workings of digital cameras, ebooks, Bluetooth, and much more.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.  

       About the Author


      Ron White is a senior editor at PC Computing where he writes the CD-Ron and Net Kahuna columns.  Founder of one of the earliest PC user groups, he has been writing about computers for 15 years, and is the author of two other books, How Software Works and How Anyone Can Fix and Rev Up PCs. The second edition of How Computers Work won an award for best non-fiction computer book from the Computer Press Association.  Timothy Downs is a long-time artist with Ziff Davis Publications.  He currently illustrates for PCComputing and has been illustratior for the popular How It Works stories there.  He is the original artist for the first edition of How Computers Work.     --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.    
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The Art of Software Testing, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
At the time this book was first
published, in 1979, it was a well-known rule of thumb that in a typical
programming project approximately 50 percent of the elapsed
time and more than 50 percent of the total cost were expended in
testing the program or system being developed.

Today, a quarter of the century later, the...
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CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide: (Exam N10-004)Sybex, 2009

	More than 220,000 network professionals have achieved the Network+ certification since its inception, second only to the Cisco Certified Network Associate certification. This hardcover edition includes Sybex CompTIA Network+ Virtual Lab network simulator plus four additional bonus exams and 100 additional flashcards and is fully updated for...
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Creating Leaderful Organizations: How to Bring Out Leadership in EveryoneBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2003
Leadership has traditionally resided in one person with many followers. This book presents a new model of mutual leadership, which transforms leadership from one individual's responsibility into a new way of working for everyone.
Creating Leaderful Organizations demonstrates the bottom-line benefits of this model, shows how it is already...
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Audio Postproduction for Digital VideoCMP Books, 2002
"...you'll find that the audio concepts, terminology, and schematics are all explained in terminology that visual people can grasp pretty easily. Jay Rose is one of those audio technicians that's had to work with visual people long enough to learn how to speak in such a way that their eyes don't glaze over." -Jeremy Hanke, MicroFilmmaker...
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Hands-On Kubernetes on Azure: Run your applications securely and at scale on the most widely adopted orchestration platformPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Efficiently deploy and manage Kubernetes clusters on a cloud

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy highly scalable applications with Kubernetes on Azure
	
			Leverage AKS to deploy, manage, and operations of Kubernetes
	
			Gain best practices from this guide to increase efficiency...
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Server-Based Java ProgrammingManning Publications, 2000
Demonstrates how to take full advantage of Java's power on servers by using current technologies such as Java Servlets, Java Web server, and JNDI.

In September1999, Sun Microsystems Inc. released the first draft of the Java2 Enterprise Edition
specification, and Java changed forever.

Since 1997, developers and vendors...
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